We evaluate quantitatively the role of Auger and radiative recombination processes in the neutralization of slow multicharged ions in metals. The strong perturbation of the valence-band electrons by the ion requires a nonlinear treatment which is carried out using density functional theory. We find that this perturbation creates an electronic cloud around the ion which has an atomiclike character. We show that it is this phenomenon which determines the order of magnitude of the transition rates, as illustrated by the evaluation of Auger and radiative rates for Ne and Ar ions. ͓S1050-2947͑98͒06902-9͔
I. INTRODUCTION
Various processes have been proposed for the neutralization of slow multicharged ions traveling through metals ͓1͔. Quasiresonant capture from metal core levels and Auger transitions are the more effective ones in filling the ion inner shells. Radiative recombination becomes also relevant for increasing transition energies ͑i.e., increasing ion charges͒. Quasiresonant capture has been studied both theoretically and experimentally in the last few years ͓2,3͔. In this work we focus our attention on Auger and radiative transitions. The latter processes are directly related to experimental observables ͑electron and x-ray spectra͒. Furthermore, the neutralization and relaxation time scale determines the depth at which the potential energy of the incoming ion is deposited.
As the ion approaches and enters the solid, the metal is strongly polarized. The valence-band electrons are much affected by the ion perturbation and rapidly rearrange to screen the long-range Coulomb potential of the ion, ensuring charge neutrality at large distances. The time scale over which this rearrangement takes place is much smaller than the neutralization time. On the one hand, this reduction in the range of the electron-ion interaction potential makes the number of bound states on the ion finite. On the other hand, the charge cloud accumulated around the ion and following its motion corresponds to a modification of the electronic state of the metal in that region of space which is crucial for the determination of recombination processes.
Still, until now, theoretical studies dedicated to Auger processes taking place inside metals have been based on linear response theory ͓4-6͔. The monoelectronic wave functions defining the initial and final states in a given transition were plane waves ͑or orthogonalized-plane waves͒ for the continuum states and hydrogenic wave functions for the bound states. The influence of screening on the latter was only included through an effective charge ͓4͔. This approach has proved very successful in estimating the charge states of light projectiles in metals at velocities larger than the Fermi velocity of the medium ͓5͔.
However, a slow highly charged ion strongly perturbs a metal. The piling up of charge in the vicinity of the ion, particularly in the spatial region within a few atomic units around the nucleus, requires a nonlinear description of the electronic state modification. In this work we use density functional theory to obtain the induced electronic density around the ion self-consistently. The bound and continuum Kohn-Sham orbitals thus account for the charge displacement and significantly differ from the simpler approximations already mentioned. By using the latter orbitals in the calculation of Auger and radiative transition rates, we are able to account for target distortion in the evaluation of neutralization processes.
In addition to its intrinsic theoretical interest, the field is now very active from the experimental point of view. In the last few years, measurements on slow highly charged ions interacting with surfaces have brought a wealth of information on x-ray emission ͓7-9͔ and slow and fast electron emission spectra ͓10-12͔. Following the works of Meyer et al. ͓13, 14͔ and Burgdörfer et al. ͓15͔ , it is now commonly accepted that Auger electrons mainly come from below the surface. The existence of an image-charge acceleration limits the available interaction time above the surface which avoids total neutralization and relaxation of the ion before entering the solid, even for projectile energies as low as a few hundred eV ͓16͔. For a detailed understanding of the collision dynamics of the system, it is necessary to know the time scales of the radiative and nonradiative processes. However, their rates are not directly accessible experimentally. There-fore, in the interpretation of experimental spectra, they are usually taken from calculations for isolated atoms ͓17,18͔ or used as fitting parameters in cascade models ͓13,14͔. Our objective is to provide theoretical values that may be used as input to the cascade models. As will be shown, these rates may be in error by orders of magnitude when target distortion by the projectile is not accounted for.
A brief account of some of our results has already been reported ͓19͔.
Atomic units are used throughout unless otherwise stated.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Description of the system highly charged ion metal
Density functional theory ͑DFT͒ has successfully been used in the description of the nonlinear screening effects associated with the interaction of slow multicharged ions with metals ͓20͔, as well as in the calculation of molecular orbitals formed in the collision of a highly charged ion with a target atom in a metal ͓2͔. The starting point is the DFT formalism as applied to a static impurity of charge Z 1 embedded in a free electron gas ͑FEG͒ of mean density n 0 ͓21,22͔ ͓we define the parameter r s from 1/n 0 ϭ(4/3)r s 3 ]. The static approximation is appropriate for ion velocities well below the Bohr velocity ͓6͔. Although, in principle, the basic formulation of DFT is only rigorously founded for the ground state of the system, the method has proven to be useful in the estimation of excited-state energies ͓23͔, as in the case of a highly charged ion with some inner-shell vacancies. Furthermore, several authors ͓23,24͔ have argued that, when the lifetime of one of these excited states is long enough, the system can be considered as a subspace of the total Hamiltonian with a well-defined symmetry and orthogonal to the complementary space. This would mean that a local minimum in the energy functional giving the excitedstate total energy does exist.
The basis of the Kohn-Sham approach is to solve iteratively, in a self-consistent way, the one-electron equations ͓25͔:
͑1͒
where the effective potential v eff is composed of
and v xc is the exchange and correlation potential, that is obtained in the local density approximation ͑LDA͒ ͓26͔.
The electronic density n(r) is obtained from the sum over occupied states:
This sum includes a contribution originating from the occupied bound states and another one coming from the integration over the continuum up to the Fermi level. For open L-shell configurations, a spherical average is performed.
The total energy for each L-shell configuration is obtained as the sum of three terms: the kinetic energy T, the electrostatic energy E es , and the exchange and correlation energy E xc :
where ⑀ xc ͓n(r)͔ is the exchange and correlation energy density.
To obtain the transition energy between two different electronic configurations of the ion, we subtract the total energies of the final and initial states. In the processes under study, this energy transfer is balanced by the emission of a photon or an Auger electron.
Kohn-Sham equations allow us to determine the perturbed potential created by the ion and the electronic density around it. However, as our goal is to determine the transition rates, we need another level of approximation: the use of the Kohn-Sham orbitals as our monoelectronic wave functions. Accordingly, for a given electronic configuration, we fix a number n h of empty orbitals when solving iteratively the set of equations ͑1͒. This leads to a generalization of Friedel sum rule ͓27͔ from the charge neutrality of the system:
where ␦ l (k F ) is the scattering phase shift at the Fermi level.
The addition of n h to Z 1 in Eq. ͑9͒ accounts for the lack of n h electrons in the empty bound states. To conserve the longdistance charge neutrality of the system, the number of occupied continuum states increases to compensate for the presence of n h holes. The number of holes n h not only determines the total number of electronic states, but also how many of them are bound. As n h decreases, the outer bound orbitals merge into the continuum, without appreciably varying their spatial shape. This means that the screening by a low-lying orbital in the continuum is very similar to that of a weakly bound state. In order to see this more clearly, it is useful to study the total change in the density of states induced by the ion in the continuum, defined as
and its angular momentum components.
The nonlinear screening produced by the valence electrons and the corresponding shortening of the range of the Coulomb potential strongly affects the shape of the oneelectron wave functions ͑except, obviously, for deeply bound orbitals͒. As an example of this, we plot in Fig. 1 2 ) ion in a FEG with r s ϭ 2.0 a.u. calculated within the DFT formalism, and the corresponding hydrogenic wave functions with the same energy. As the Auger rates are fairly sensitive to the shape of the bound-state wave functions ͓6͔, the results of Fig. 1 prove the importance of accounting for the target distortion in their definition.
B. Auger processes
In this work we study two types of Auger processes: capture and intra-atomic Auger processes. They are schematically depicted in Fig. 2 . Both types involve an excitation in the valence band of the metal and not the emission of an electron already bound to the ion. We disregard atomiclike transitions such as the KLL or KLM ones.
In the capture process, an electron decays from a continuum state in conjunction with an individual ͑electron-hole pair͒ or collective ͑plasmon-type͒ excitation in the valence band of the metal. This transition changes the charge state of the ion. On the other hand, we call intra-atomic those processes in which the electron decays from a bound state of the ion while creating an excitation in the valence band. In this case, the ion charge state does not change, but only the electronic configuration of the ion.
We follow the standard notation in atomic Auger spectroscopy, but due to the fact that we treat the initial continuum state in the capture process ͑eigenstate of the Hamiltonian including the solid-state self-consistent DFT potential͒ different from the electronic excitations created in the metallic medium ͑modeled by a response function built from extended valence-band states͒, they are, respectively, denoted as C and V states. For example, an LCV process is a process in which the final localized state ͑L͒ belongs to the L shell of the ion, the initial continuum electronic state ͑C͒ is centered at the ion, and the electronic excitation ͑V͒ involves unperturbed valence-electron states ͓19͔.
Within the dielectric formalism, the probability of an Auger transition induced by the screened Coulomb interaction between the electrons can be obtained from the imaginary part of the self-energy associated with the state ͓4͔, i.e., a magnitude related to its lifetime. Alternatively, one can use first-order time-dependent perturbation theory to calculate the transition rates between two states of the many-body problem ͓5͔. In both cases, the Auger rate per unit time and per spin state in the capture process can be expressed as
͑11͒
Here, k F is the Fermi wave number and
respectively, the initial continuum and the final bound oneelectron states. As the Hamiltonians defining the latter are different for the initial and final electronic configurations, the state ͉ i ͘ is not orthogonal to the continuum states ͉ k ͘.
However, we have checked that the term qϭ0 gives a negligible contribution to the integral of Eq. ͑11͒ in the systems under study. Hence the lack of orthogonality between the initial and final wave functions does not artificially increase the value of the rates. The dynamic structure factor S(q,) accounts for the medium response and measures the density of excitations in the FEG. We will use in this work the wave-FIG. 1. Electronic charge density associated with the KohnSham 2p orbital for the 1s 1 2s 2 2p 2 configuration of a Ne 5ϩ ion embedded in a free electron gas with r s ϭ2.0 ͑solid line͒. The dashed line is the corresponding hydrogenic wave function for the same energy and an effective charge Z eff ϭ(Ϫ2n 2 ) 1/2 (n is the principal quantum number͒.
FIG. 2. Diagram of the ͑a͒
Auger and ͑b͒ radiative processes studied in this work. In a capture process an electron decays from the valence band of the metal to a bound state of the ion while creating either an electronic excitation ͑Auger͒ or emitting a photon ͑radiative͒. In an intra-atomic process, the electron decays from a bound state of the ion to one of lower energy.
vector-and frequency-dependent random-phase approximation ͑RPA͒ to this function ͓28͔. That means that the excitations created in the metal are described by unperturbed plane waves, from which the RPA response function is built. This can be justified considering that the valence-band excitations are extended all along the metal.
The one-electron matrix elements in Eq. ͑11͒ depend on the overlap between the initial and final states. The sum over occupied states up to the Fermi level introduces the dependence of the rates on the unperturbed electronic density of the metal, n 0 . The transition energy ⌬E, entering the argument of the response function, weights the probability of creating an excitation in the valence band of the metal with this fixed energy.
In the case of intra-atomic processes, the expression for the Auger transition probability is the same except that the initial state is a bound state on the ion, ͉ j ͘, and the sum over momenta k disappears.
C. Radiative transitions
In the same way as we have treated the Auger transitions, we will distinguish between radiative processes that change the charge state of the ion and those that modify its electronic configuration ͑Fig. 2͒. We denote radiative capture processes those processes in which the initial state of the electron is a continuum state centered at the ion. Radiative intra-atomic processes are those processes in which both the initial and final state of the electron are bound states of the ion.
In this work, we limit ourselves to the dipole approximation. The probability per unit time and per spin state, summed over all polarizations, for radiative capture is given by
Here ␣ is the fine structure constant and c is the speed of light. The states ͉ i ͘ and ͉ k ͘ are defined in the same way as in the case of Auger transitions. Although the cubic factor in the transition energy is not responsible for the whole dependence on the transition energy ͑the dipolar matrix elements usually increase when the transition energy decreases͒ it is an indication that radiative transitions will play a prominent role for heavy ions. The modifications of this expression in the case of radiative intra-atomic processes are the same as in the Auger formalism: the initial state is a bound state, ͉ j ͘, and the sum up to the Fermi level disappears.
To obtain the radiative transition probabilities, we will use the same one-electron wave functions as in the Auger calculations to account for the perturbation induced by the ion in the medium, i.e., the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian including the self-consistent DFT potential.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Highly charged Ne ions in metals
To establish a connection with experiment ͓12,29͔ we assume that the Ne ion has one K-shell electron. We also assume that, once the ion has entered the solid, its M shell ͑if bound͒ is rapidly filled. Then, the ion has some inner-shell holes ͑one K-shell hole and a given number of L-shell holes͒ and an electronic screening cloud surrounding it, composed of a continuum contribution and occasionally of a bound contribution originating from the M shell. This negatively charged cloud completely screens the ion at large distances. The quantities that determine whether the M shell is bound or not are the electronic background density of the FEG, n 0 , and the number of electrons in the inner shells. In the case of a Ne ion with one K-shell hole inside a FEG with r s ϭ1.5 ͑corresponding to Au͒ ͓30͔, the M shell is never bound, regardless of the number n L of L-shell electrons. However, when the electronic density parameter r s is equal to 2.0 ͑Al͒ ͓30͔, the 3s orbital is bound if n L р5. This is shown in Fig.  3 where we plot the total radial density, as well as the contributions to it. The data refer to a Ne ion with various electronic configurations in a FEG with r s ϭ2.0.
As n L increases, the screening cloud extends around the ion. This cloud has an M -shell character and, accordingly, the induced electronic density looks like that of a neutral Ne atom with the same number of inner-shell holes. In a more general way, we can state that the induced screening cloud around the ion mimics the charge distribution of the isolated atom shell next to the one in which the vacancies are ͓2,3͔.
As an example of this we plot in Fig. 4 the induced electronic density around a Ne 9ϩ ion in a FEG for two different values of the background density. We compare it with a Hartree-Fock-Slater calculation of the electronic density around a neutral Ne atom in an excited state and with the same number of holes in the K and L shells. The electronic density is quite similar in the three cases, except for the long-range Friedel oscillations of the screened potential inside the solid. Furthermore, a characteristic feature of the ion-solid system is that the total density can be smaller than the background density at large distances ͑overscreening͒.
For r s ϭ2 and when n L Ͼ5, the 3s orbital merges into the continuum and the screening cloud no longer has a bound contribution. This modification does not affect much the shape of the electronic cloud, as shown in Fig. 3 . It may be better understood with the help of Fig. 5 , in which we present the induced density of states in the continuum and its angular momentum, as defined in Eq. ͑10͒, for a given L-shell configuration. The contribution of each continuum l component depends strongly on the existence of a bound state with the same value of l. This is shown, for example, by the sudden appearance of a low-energy peak in the s-wave curve when a sixth electron is deposited into the L shell. This peak corresponds to the merging of the 3s orbital into the continuum, as mentioned before. On the other hand, the main components of the screening density are the p wave and the d wave. The first one is favored only when few electrons populate the bound 2 p orbital and the second one when the core shells are nearly filled and the screening cloud radius extends up to 3-4 a.u.
We plot in Fig. 6 the total L-shell Auger filling rate, ⌫ L A , for Ne ions in a FEG of r s ϭ1.5 and r s ϭ2.0, as a function of the initial number of electrons in the L shell. In the case of r s ϭ2.0, the rate is the sum of the LCV and the LM V rates
), the latter being nonzero only when n L р5. However, for r s ϭ1.5, the Auger rate ⌫ L A is equal to
, as the M shell is never bound. The L-shell filling rates of Ne atoms are weakly dependent on the number of electrons in the L shell. This is due to the compensation of two effects: on the one hand the number of available final states enhances the total rate when n L is small. On the other hand the rate per spin state increases with n L as the overlap between the initial and final orbitals is larger and the transition energy ⌬E lower. It should be noted that this behavior is not general. If ⌬E becomes smaller than the plasmon energy of the metal, excitation of collective modes in the medium is inhibited and the transition rates appreciably decrease. This is the case for the L-shell filling rates of N ions in metals, as already shown in ͓19͔. In the case of Ne, as can be seen in Fig. 7 , the LCV transition energies are always above the plasmon peak, even for the largest values of n L .
The variation of the rates with the background electronic density n 0 is linear when n L is small and quadratic for a nearly filled L shell. To understand this dependence, one should have in mind that in the Auger capture process we are summing twice over the valence-band electrons: once when summing over all electrons decaying to the L shell and a second time when summing over possible excitations in the medium. In the latter case, our approach does not account for the distortion produced by the multicharged ion, so the dependence is always linear on n 0 . However, in the sum over initial states in the decaying channel, the perturbation induced by the ion is stronger when the number of L-shell electrons is low. Defining the total continuum electronic density as nϭn 0 ϩ⌬n (⌬n being the density induced in the medium by the impurity͒, when the number of L-shell electrons is small the ion is highly charged and the induced den- sity ⌬n is much larger than the background density n 0 . Then, the dependence on n 0 originates mostly from the structure factor and the dependence of the rate on n 0 is linear. On the other hand, in the case of large n L ͑the ion is nearly neutral͒, the background density is weakly perturbed and we have a stronger n 0 dependence of the rates caused by the sum over initial states. This gives rise to a total n 0 2 dependence.
As the L shell of the Ne ion inside the metal is being filled, the K-shell hole can be filled by KLV or KLL processes. In order to estimate how important these channels are in the evolution of the ion configuration, we plot in Fig. 8 KLV Auger rate, ⌫ KLV A , for Ne ions in Al, compared to the total ⌫ L A rate. Considering that the KLL process is even faster than the KLV one and that it increases with n L ͓29͔, we can conclude that the probability of a Ne ion to completely fill its L shell before one of its electrons decays to the K shell is very small. A similar conclusion has been extracted from experimental measurements: Grether et al. ͓12͔ have estimated that, when the K hole is filled, the number of electrons in the L shell is n L Ϸ2 -3. This conclusion is based on the observation of the KLL spectra at low projectile velocities, when quasiresonant capture can be neglected. The filling of the K-shell hole causes an acceleration of the L-shell filling process since it decreases the L-shell binding energy.
In a recent publication ͓3͔, Stolterfoht et al. have employed a multiple-cascade model to study the filling of the K and L vacancies of highly charged Ne ions impinging on Al targets. Accounting for the electron transport towards the surface, they are able to reproduce the main features of the experimental spectra, as the angular distribution of the emitted K Auger electrons, or the mean L-shell occupation number during the L and K Auger emission. In their analysis, they use an Auger L-shell filling rate per spin state of 6.7 ϫ10 Ϫ4 a.u., extrapolated from atomic calculations. This value is of the same order of magnitude as our theoretical one.
Grether et al. ͓12͔ have used a similar model to fit the Auger ⌫ KLV A rate in the Ne/Al system, after fixing the rest of the transition rates and assuming no dependence of the ⌫ KLV A rate on the number of L-shell electrons. The fitted value ⌫ KLV A ϭ3ϫ10 Ϫ3 a.u. is very close to our theoretical result, plotted in Fig. 8 .
Auger rates obtained including the charge displacement in the medium contrast with former ones calculated under linear response theory ͓6͔. These latter are roughly one order of magnitude lower and strongly dependent on the transition energies. The proximity of our results to the rates needed in the cascade models clearly shows the necessity of a nonlinear description of the ion-target interaction.
The last comment on the L-shell filling in the Ne/Al case deals with neutralization processes that have not been included in our discussion. Radiative transitions are comparatively much less efficient due to the small transition energies involved. However, when the ion energy increases, quasiresonant capture can play an increasing role. On the other hand, Auger transitions may be crucial in opening this channel by bringing the L-shell energy levels into resonance with some target levels ͓2͔.
B. Highly charged Ar ions in metals
In the study of radiative transitions, we use the Ar ion as projectile rather than Ne because the transition energies are larger, implying larger radiative rates and hence fluorescence yields. Furthermore, the experimental x-ray spectra of Ar ions are much more complex than those of Ne. In the case of Ar with a K-shell hole inside a FEG with typical metallic r s values, the 3s and 3 p orbitals are bound. As a consequence, the screening cloud around the ion has always a bound component ͑assuming that the M shell is totally filled as we will consider in all the following͒ and the continuum component has a strong d-wave character.
The radiative processes filling the L shell of Ar are the LM and LC transitions, while the ones filling the K shell can be decomposed into KL, KM , and KC. The KL, KM , and LM processes essentially differ from the outside-the-solid situation in the modification of the ion electronic wave functions. KC and LC transitions are solid-state processes since the initial state in the transition is a target valence-band state. The inclusion of all possible radiative processes allows us to compare the total radiative yields into different shells.
One of the practical advantages of radiative spectra as compared to Auger measurements is that the attenuation length of photons inside a metal is much larger than for electrons. Hence, in order to compare experimental and calculated transition energies of the processes we are dealing with, it is more convenient to use radiative data. In Table I we give the calculated values for the transition energies in a KL radiative process ͑an electron decaying from the L to the K shell͒ for an Ar ion inside a FEG with r s ϭ1.97 ͑represent-ing Si͒ ͓30͔ as a function of the initial number of electrons in the L shell. The theoretical transition energy is obtained as the difference between the total energies of the initial and final electronic configurations. The comparison with previous experimental data ͓31͔ shows that DFT gives fairly ac- curate transition energies ͑the difference being lower than 1%). Taking again the same system ͑Ar/Si͒, we plot in Fig. 9 the total rates ⌫ K r and ⌫ L r for all radiative processes filling the K and L shells of Ar ions with one initial K-shell hole as a function of the initial number of electrons in the L shell. As the Coster-Kronig-type 2p→2s transition is very fast, we consider that the electrons filling the L shell occupy the 2 p orbital only after the 2s has been filled. This is why the KL process occurs only when n L Ͼ2. This approximation agrees with the measurements which show very weak peaks for KL transitions when n L р2 ͓31͔.
Two competing factors determine the absolute values and the behavior of the radiative rates, i.e., the transition energy and the overlap between the final and initial wave functions. In the case of Ar/Si, the combination of both factors causes the KL transitions to be the fastest ones. The low value of the KC rates is a consequence of the strong d-wave character of the continuum states. In general, the total K-shell radiative rate ⌫ K r is higher than the total L-shell radiative rate ⌫ L r . However, when the number of L electrons is small they can be of the same order of magnitude ͑the transition energies are larger as well as the number of final states in the transitions to the L shell͒.
Once more, as in the case of Auger processes, the piling up of charge in the vicinity of the highly charged Ar ion determines the absolute values of the radiative capture rates. Its importance is well reflected in Fig. 10 , in which we plot the ⌫ KC r and ⌫ LC r radiative rates as a function of the number of electrons in the L shell. The results are compared with those of a simpler model, in which the valence-band states are represented by plane waves, i.e., without the screening charge displacement around the ion. The two calculations differ by roughly one order of magnitude for the LC transitions and three orders of magnitude for the KC transitions.
Even if the relative importance of radiative processes increases with the nuclear charge of the ion, atomic calculations predict that an isolated Ar ion with K and/or L vacancies relaxes mainly by KLL and LM M Auger transitions ͓32,33͔. We expect the same conclusion to hold in the metal since the L shell and the 3s and 3 p orbitals of the M shell are bound. The KLL and LM M Auger rates cannot be obtained with the formalism developed in the present work, which is specifically devoted to processes including the collective effect of the valence-band electrons. Nevertheless, Auger processes in which the electronic excitation accompanying the decay is created in the valence band can also play a role. We plot in Fig. 11 the ion with one K-shell hole and the M shell already filled. The Auger rates are compared with the corresponding KL, LM , and LC radiative rates. The KLV, KM V, and KCV rates are much smaller than the KL radiative widths ͑our results for the KM V and KCV rates are roughly of the same order of magnitude of the KLV rates plotted in Fig. 11͒ . However, the opposite is true for the L shell: the sum of ⌫ LM V A and ⌫ LCV A is at least one order of magnitude larger than the total L-shell radiative rate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated absolute Auger and radiative transition rates for slow multicharged ions of Ne and Ar traveling in metals. Special attention has been paid to the strong perturbation of the valence-band electrons induced by the ion. The L Auger rates (⌫ LCV A ϩ⌫ LM V A ) we obtain for Ne roughly vary between 4ϫ10
Ϫ4 and 3ϫ10 Ϫ3 a.u. These values are of the same order of magnitude as those that can be obtained for isolated atoms ͑see, for example, the values quoted in Ref.
͓3͔͒. The similarity of the calculated rates with the atomic case is not trivial. In fact, we obtain atomiclike rates only because the perturbation of the metal electrons by the ion charge produces a density cloud around the ion which has an atomiclike character. Calculations performed without target distortion ͓6͔ are nearly one order of magnitude smaller. The compatibility of our results with the experimental findings supports our claim that target distortion is essential to evaluate the neutralization rates of multicharged ions in metals.
For the case of Ar ions, the rates of Auger transitions involving a valence-band excitation are large for the decay of L holes and small for K holes, by comparison with the radiative widths. Our calculations of the radiative recombination rates for Ar ions show also the huge influence of the nonlinear valence-band distortion by the projectile charge. 
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